We’re taking rental
to the next level

‘WE OFFER COMPLETE SOLUTIONS
FROM A SINGLE SOURCE.’

Next-level rental
Are you looking for an efficient pumping or treatment solution? Do you need
to address an operational emergency, or would you like to upgrade your
equipment at short notice? With Xylem’s
comprehensive rental solutions, you
can solve even the most difficult water
and wastewater challenges.
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At Xylem we rent out more than just
pumps and treatment systems. We offer
world-class expertise to provide you with
cost-effective, reliable and innovative
full-service solutions for even the most
complex applications – tailor-made for
the specific needs of your business.
That’s what we call next-level rental.
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Intelligent solutions,
comprehensive service
Xylem Rental Solutions is more than your standard rental business: our engineers design,
plan and install tailor-made systems and rental
projects for every budget and application.

From pumps, pipelines and control technology
to shipment, installation and monitoring – we
offer complete solutions from one source.

Consulting

Whether you are planning new pumping systems or optimising your facility, we advise you
on-site and support you every step of the way
in the implementation of industrial or municipal
projects. This includes feasibility and environmental studies as well as design and specifications in compliance with legal requirements.

Installation and safety

Your safety is our highest priority. Our project
managers, commissioning engineers and training experts ensure a stable and reliable operating environment right from the start by only
installing CE-certified components.Fast, professional and always in accordance with the legal
guidelines for the environment, construction
and emission control.

Remote monitoring and 24/7 support

Defective hardware can have far-reaching consequences: expensive repairs, downtime and
potential fines. We remotely monitor and control
your system 24/7 and can therefore promptly
address any potential malfunctions.

Engineering and Plug & Play design

You can rely on the expertise of our water technology experts for the design and dimensioning
of the individual components. Our engineering
services include professional design and consulting – even for the project planning of complex
temporary measures. Pre-assembled containerized solutions allow for instantaneous Plug & Play
and make commissioning and installation at the
customer site easy. This way, you keep your administrative effort down and minimise any risks.
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Operation and maintenance

We check all components for maximum reliability and durability before delivery and after
returns. Our extensive regional service network
guarantees fast and free assistance when service
is required - for example, in the case of leakages.
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‘GOOD PREPARATION ALWAYS PAYS OFF.’

Customized
solutions
Careful preparation makes all the difference: the professional pre-assembly of your rented system by our experts saves you both time and
money. Systems and components from Xylem Rental Solutions are
always tailor-made to meet your individual requirements. This makes for
increased operational safety and guarantees that the technology always
works under optimal conditions.
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A clear advantage
Not sure if renting is a viable option
for you? Here are a few good examples of how your business could benefit from Xylem Rental Solutions. If you
have any questions, don't hesitate

to contact us directly. Our experts will
be happy to assist you and together
we will find the best optimal solution
for your application.

Holistic support

We monitor and manage your system every step
of the way. From the coordination of individual
components to transport, installation and operation – our team of experts is always there to
provide advice and support.

Quick response

With rental systems and rental pumps, you
remain capable of acting even in an emergency.
All the while, you can concentrate on planning
your new projects or facilities.

Everything by the book

With rental solutions, you comply with legal
guidelines for the environment, construction and
emission control without being tied to an expensive investment.

Everything from a single source

With our extensive range of rental pumps and
systems and our expertise, we can meet any
challenge, no matter how big.

‘WE DON’T JUST RENT PUMPS,
WE SOLVE PROBLEMS.’
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Always the best choice
As a global leader in efficient and sustainable water technology, we have an
unparalleded portfolio of successful
brands such as Flygt, Godwin, Lowara
andWedeco. The high standard of our
products and services will be reflected in the economic efficiency of your
systems. Complementary expertise

and access to state-of-the-art technology all over the world make for
integrated and highly efficient low-interface solutions. With the configuration option in our rental and service
centres, we always offer extremely
profitable solutions that save you a lot
of time and money.

Made by
Xylem
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Europe’s largest rental park
Our broad and ever-growing portfolio of different pumps, systems and accessories
ensures high availability and fast reaction times. This means that peaks in demand
can be covered at short notice. From drainage jobs on construction sites to appli
cations that require turnkey solutions, we have the complete rental solution for you
– including all the tools for measuring, analysing and remote monitoring.

Self-priming pumps
Our self-priming pumps facilitate intake
up to a maximum head of 8.5 metres.

Complete pump systems
Our submersible wastewater pumps
and well pumps are designed for
reliable and efficient pumping of clean
water to highly abrasive media.

UV disinfection systems
Our pre-installed containerised UV
systems are versatile, take up very
little space and provide reliable disinfection of water for a variety of industrial and municipal applications.

Monitoring and control
solutions
We offer various service levels, including remote monitoring, surveillance
services and temporary data provision
for status reports.

Mechanical accessories
From check valves to water meters
and piping, Xylem Rental Solutions
has a large inventory of rental equipment and accessories to help you run
your projects reliably and safely.

Ozone oxidation systems
These turnkey solutions are installed in
containers and meet the requirements
of a complete ozone oxidation system.
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The experts in
your industry

The right rental solution
for every challenge
From temporary pumping solutions
for sewage treatment plant renovations to the installation of complete
ozone systems for water purification –
when it comes to effective and economical water purification, you can
trust our expertise!

With next-level rental, we solve water
and wastewater problems for our customers in sectors such as agriculture
and industry, construction and chemicals, as well as municipal water supply
and wastewater treatment every day.

‘WE ARE THE PARTNER WHO KNOWS AND
UNDERSTANDS YOUR REQUIREMENTS.’
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Transporte de agua

1) The tissue in plants that brings water upward from the roots;
2) A leading global water technology company.

We’re a global team unified in a common purpose: creating advanced technology solutions to the world’s water
challenges. Developing new technologies that will improve the way water is used, conserved, and re-used in
the future is central to our work. Our products and services move, treat, analyze, monitor and return water to the
environment, in public utility, industrial, residential and commercial building services settings. Xylem also provides
a leading portfolio of smart metering, network technologies and advanced analytics solutions for water, electric
and gas utilities. In more than 150 countries, we have strong, long-standing relationships with customers who
know us for our powerful combination of leading product brands and applications expertise with a strong focus
on developing comprehensive, sustainable solutions.
For more information on how Xylem can help you, go to www.xylem.com

Xylem Service & Rental UK
24/7 Rental & Service Call Centre
Tel 0845 707 8012
Xylem Maintenance Agreements UK
Tel 0800 009 3611

Axminster Office
Millwey Rise Industrial Estate
Axminster, Devon EX13 5HU
Tel 01297 630 230
Email lowaraukenquiries@xylem.com
www.xylem.com/uk
Xylem Water Solutions Ireland Ltd.
50 Broomhill Close
Airton Road, Tallaght, Dublin 24
Tel (+353) 01 4524 444
Email flygtIRL@xylem.com
www.xylem.com/ie
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